The Future of Best Case

25 years of moving the industry forward ... A look at what’s next
The Leading Brands in Bankruptcy

CINgroup provides innovative products and services for attorneys and their clients.

Software Solutions
- Case Preparation
- Electronic Filing
- Emergency and Amended Filings
- Bankruptcy Workflows
- Client and Attorney Reminders

Data Solutions
- Bankruptcy Credit Reports
- Tax Transcripts
- Property Valuations
- Pre and Post Bankruptcy Courses

Client Portal
- Secure Login
- Access to Bankruptcy Courses
- Review Credit Report
- Dispute incorrect Credit Report entries Post Bankruptcy
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Best Case Milestones

25 Years addressing the needs of bankruptcy attorneys

1993
Paralegal John Mancini launches Best Case to solve the problem of redundant data entry

2001
OneTouch®, the Gold Standard in ECF tools is launched

2006-2016
World Class support of key market changes: BAPCPA, Federal Form Revisions, Chapter 13 Revisions, Local Forms and Rules

2013
Merge with CINgroup to deliver complete bankruptcy solutions
+ Data
+ Courses
+ Workflow
+ Reminders

2017
Expanded Best Case to help firms run more efficiently and grow their business
+ Student Loan Analyzer
+ Court Noticing
+ Calendars
+ Claim Tracker

Best Case Today
Over 13,000 firms in 94 Jurisdictions
83% of all attorney prepared filings
Customer Satisfaction/NPS Over +60
The Evolution of Best Case

1993 - 2013
Industry Leading Case Prep and Filing Solution

2014 - 2018
Complete Bankruptcy Solution

2019 +
Online Case and Practice Management Solution
What is a Complete Bankruptcy Solution?

Best Case Assists you through the *entire* bankruptcy process.
Student Loan Analyzer

- **Enhance Your Practice**
  - by providing an easy-to-use student debt analysis
- **Address Many Debtor Needs**
  - by referring them to a refinance expert
- **Monetize Past Cases**
  - that may have had dischargeable private student loans
Best Case Extensions Today

- **Court Notices**
  - Manage your Court Notice Emails and Documents
  - Eliminate PACER Costs

- **Calendar**
  - Automatic Event Creation from Notices
  - Manage your Court Events
  - Grouped Events
  - Attach Supporting Documents

- **Claim Tracker™**
  - Track and Compare Scheduled and Filed Claims

- **Case Documents**
  - Upload case documents from desktop to online
  - Anywhere/Anytime access

- **File Cabinet™**
  - Automatic Backup of Online Documents to Desktop
What’s Coming?

• Best Case Bankruptcy
  • Online or desktop
  • Best of our software solutions combined
  • Next Gen solution for Best Case and CINcompass

• We Maintain What You Value
  • Ease of use
  • Simple data entry
  • All the local forms and local rules
  • OneTouch Filing

• New Capabilities to Help Your Firm and Your Clients
  • Client and case management
  • Communications
  • Payments
  • Client portal
New Tools to Help You Manage Your Cases

• Manage Case Notes
  • Keep all case notes online at the same place
  • Tag another colleague on a case note
  • Make a case note a task
  • Search and sortable

• Manage Your Task
  • Assign tasks to others in the office
  • Set-up reminders
  • Automate repeatable tasks

• Manage Communications
  • Keep all communications associated with the case in a central location
  • Client communications – text, auto-phone calls, and email
  • Automate reminders to events like – initial consult, 341 meetings, etc.
  • Communication templates – avoid rewriting the same email
Let’s Take a Look…
Want to See More?

• Visit Our Booth
  • See a sneak peek of Best Case Bankruptcy online

• Visit Breakout Sessions
  • Maximize your Best Case investment
Thank you.

Contact Info:
ddanielson@cingroup.com
blape@cingroup.com